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Software process is a knowledge driven process with sub-processes. 

Harvesting and reuse of this knowledge is key to success in software 

organisations. An improved use of this knowledge could lead to 

maximum payoff in software organisations. The purpose of formal 

representation is to help organisations achieve success by modelling 

successful organisations. Formal representations must be first evaluated 

to determine its quality before it can be fit for reuse. In this paper 

Ontoclean was used to evaluate software process knowledge ontology. 
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1. Introduction 

In Software process is a knowledge driven and knowledge intensive process that involves several 

other sub-processes. Software process can be defined as the set of related activities that are used in 

developing software. Knowledge in Software Engineering (SE) is diverse and organizations have 

problems capturing, retrieving, and reusing it [1]. An improved use of this knowledge is the basic 

motivation and driver for Knowledge Management (KM) in SE [2]. Harvesting, representing and 

reusing knowledge within a domain leads to maximum payoff, which is desirable in most 

organisations [3]. Knowledge Management (KM) is defined as an effort to capture critical 

knowledge and share it within an organization [4, 5]. It capitalizes on the collective organizational 

memory to improve decision making, enhance productivity, and promote innovation [6, 7]. It is also 

the process of transforming information and intellectual assets into persisting value. KM connects 

people with the knowledge that they need to take action, when they need it [8]. Knowledge 

management involves the identification and analysis of available and required know [9] and helps 

an organization to gain insight and understanding from its own experience. Specific knowledge 

management activities focus on acquiring, storing and utilizing knowledge for problem solving, 

dynamic leaning, strategic planning and decision making. This prevents intellectual assets from 

decay, adds to a firm’s intelligence and provides increased flexibility [10]. 

SE comprises several interrelated subdomains such as Requirements, Design, Coding, Testing, 

Project Management, and Configuration Management. There are several software process models 

which describe the sequence of activities carried out in developing software. These software process 

models are a standard way of planning and organizing a software process. The major phases are 

requirement gathering, design and coding, implementation and maintenance. 
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It has been identified that there are few works in literature that aim at developing ontologies covering 

wide portions of the SE domain, such as [11, 12, 13]. A lot of SE domain ontologies model SE 

subdomains [14, 15, 16, 17, 18].  [19], described these subdomain ontologies as weak or not 

interrelated, and are often applied in isolation. Thus, he made an attempt to provide an integrated 

solution for better dealing with KM-related problems in SE by means of a Software Engineering 

Ontology Network (SEON). It was designed with mechanisms for easing the development and 

integration of SE domain ontologies, covering the main technical software engineering subdomains 

(i.e requirements, design, coding and testing). However, he only represented a small portion of 

software engineering ontology. [5] identified that the combination of ontologies of all SE 

subdomains would result in an ontology of the complete SE domain. He further stated that the reality 

is that this goal is extremely laborious, not only due to its size, but also due to the numerous problems 

related to ontology integration and merging, such as overlapping concepts, diverse foundational 

theories, and different representation and description levels, among others. He concluded that 

despite the challenges involved, an ontological representation covering a large extension of the SE 

domain remains a desired solution. Using Ontoclean, this paper evaluates software process 

knowledge ontology. 

Ontologies have been widely recognized as a key enabling technology for KM. They are used for 

establishing a common conceptualization of the domain of interest to support knowledge 

representation, integration, storage, search and communication [17]. A domain ontology identifies 

the key concepts, objects and entities that exist in some knowledge domain or area of interest and 

the relationships between them [20, 21]. Ontologies play a significant role for knowledge sharing 

and as knowledge models in instructional science, technology-enhanced learning, knowledge 

management and training [20, 21, 22]. Ontologies consist of instances, properties and classes, where 

instances represent specific project data, properties represent binary relations held among software 

engineering concepts/instances, and classes represent the software engineering concepts interpreted 

as sets that contain specific project data [25]. 

[14] did an extensive review of SE ontologies, where he classified them into generic and specific 

ontology. Generic SE Ontologies, have the ambitious goal of modelling the complete SE body of 

knowledge; while Specific SE Ontologies, attempting to conceptualize only part (a subdomain) of 

this discipline. [23] constructed a software process ontology, which aims to establish a common 

vocabulary for software organisations to talk about software processes. A mapping between the 

concepts presented in the ontology and the concepts of some of these standards was also done in 

order to help software organisations to use those standards in their software process improvement 

efforts. [24] proposed a knowledge base called DKDOnto, a domain-specific ontology for 

distributed development. its aim was to help projects with a common vocabulary. Allowing them to 

assist better the distributed software development process. [25] presented software engineering 

ontology as software engineering knowledge representation for a multi-site software development. 

It did not only facilitate the capturing of software engineering knowledge but also enhanced the 

sharing of software engineering knowledge across geographically multiple software development 

sites. [26] developed an ontology-based software process assessment tool to support data collection 

phase of process assessment and to track conformance of software processes to CMMI as the process 

reference model. [27] produced domain specific knowledge base ontology for core software process 

subdomain. However, the ontology was not evaluated to check for its efficiency and possible reuse 

which is key.  

The management of knowledge and experience are key means by which systematic software 

development and process improvement occur. Within the domain of Software Engineering (SE), 

quality continues to remain an issue of concern. Knowledge Management (KM) gives organizations 
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the opportunity to appreciate the challenges and complexities inherent in software development 

[28]. 

Successful organisations continuously improve their processes. Like organisational standard 

process definition, systematic process improvement is more effective and efficient if it is done 

guided by process quality models and standards. The purpose of most standards is to help software 

organisations achieve excellence by following the processes and activities adopted by the most 

successful organisations [23].  

2. Methodology 

[3, 27] used semi structured interviews, socialization and focus group method to explore the views, 

experiences, beliefs and motivations of Software Process domain experts. Four (4) different 

software organisations were used for the research. The organisations were selected because of their 

successes in their past and present software projects. Discussions in the form of key informant 

interviews were held with four (4) project managers and twelve (12) developers on the experiences 

and lessons learnt from past projects. Key activities that resulted in project success during the 

process of software development were elicited. Focus group discussion was used to capture 

knowledge on the specific activities carried out during software development from the key 

stakeholders. The interviewees did not grant permission to record the interviews electronically, so 

the responses were recorded on paper. Each interview session lasted for about one hour and a total 

of five (5) interviews were conducted over a two-week period. Follow up questions were asked via 

telephone conversations. The data obtained from the interviews were documented and later 

transcribed and meaningful knowledge for software development process was extracted using 

content analysis. The resulting ontology constructed from the data is shown in Figure 1. This 

research used Ontoclean to evaluate the software process ontology knowledge that was harvested 

and represented (formally and informally) in [3, 27]. 

Figure 1: Software Process Ontology [3, 27] 
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Ontology evaluation is a prerequisite for ontology reuse. Ontoclean was used to validate the 

software process ontology harvested.  The OntoClean methodology is based on formal notions, 

which are general enough to be used in any ontology effort, independently of a particular domain. 

We use these notions to define a set of metaproperties which, in turn, are used to characterize 

relevant aspects of the intended meaning of the properties, classes, and relations that make up an 

ontology. In addition, the metaproperties impose several constraints on the taxonomic structure of 

an ontology, which help in evaluating the choices made [29]. Onclean was used to validate the 

ontology for correctness. Ontoclean provides a logical basis for formally analysing ontologies using 

formal and domain independent properties called metaproperties of classes. Ontoclean is not an 

ontology and thus is not concerned with the semantics of the relationships among concepts. It is a 

methodology used to analyse ontologies using formal and domain independent properties called 

meta properties [29, 30, 31].  The following steps outlined in [30] was applied for the Ontoclean 

evaluation: 

i. Assign metaproperties to the ontology 

ii. Evaluate the metaproperties for violation and correct any errors discovered 

Ontoclean is majorly based on four (4) metaproperties of rigidity, identity, unity, and dependence 

as shown in Table 1.  

Table 2: OntoClean Meta Properties [30]  

Meta Property Symbol  Label  Definition  

Rigidity +R Rigid All instances will always be instances of this concept in every 

possible world 

 -R Non-Rigid There are instances that will stop being instances of the concept 

 ~R Anti-Rigid All instances will no longer be instances of that concept 

Identity +I Carry Identity Instances carry a unique identification (IC)criteria from 

superclass 

 -I Non Carry Identity There is no identification criteria (IC) 

 +O Supply identity Instances themselves provide a unique identification criteria 

(IC) 

Unity +U Unity  Instances are “whole”, and have a single unit criteria(UC) 

 -U Non-Unity Instances are “whole”, but they do not have a single unit criteria 

 ~U Anti-Unity Instances are not “whole” 

Dependence +D External dependence There is dependence on external concept 

 -D Non External dependence There is no dependence 

 

Ontoclean have five (5) defined restrictions [29], which are:  

1. Anti-rigid class cannot subsume a rigid subclass;  

2. A class with identity cannot subsume a non-identity subclass;  

3. A class with the unity meta property cannot subsume a subclass without unity criterion;  

4. Anti-Unit class cannot subsume unity class;  

5. Dependent class cannot subsume non-dependent class 
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3. Results and discussion 

Using the metaproperties in Table 2, we obtained Figure 2 with the assigned metaproperties for the 

software process ontology.  

 

Figure 2: Metaproperties of Software Process Ontology 

The metaproperties in Figure 2 was checked against the restrictions of Ontoclean to identify any 

violation. A violation was identified and cleaned as shown in Figure 3.  The cleaned software 

process ontology in Figure 3 can be said to be free from any violation of the restrictions hence 

suitable for reuse in software process as posited in [3, 27].   

 

 

Figure 3: Cleaned Software Process Ontology 
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The assignment of metaproperties to Figure 2 was done based on the individual properties of each 

class for example, software process was assigned with the property: rigidity, non-dependence, unity, 

and identity. Rigidity was assigned because every instance of a software process is a software 

process. Non-dependence was assigned because a software process does not depend on external 

concept. Unity was assigned because an instance of a software process cannot be fragmented. 

Identity was assigned because every instance of a software process has a unique identity criteria. 

Also, business rules were assigned: non-rigidity, dependence, unity and identity. It was assigned 

non-rigidity because business rules can change, dependence because every instance of business rule 

depends on external concept, unity because every instance of business rule cannot be fragmented, 

identity because every instance of a business rule has unique identity criteria. Metaproperites was 

assigned to all the concepts in Figure 2 based on their properties in software process domain. Figure 

3 was checked for any violation of the five (5) restrictions in Ontoclean. A violation was identified 

and corrected. The violation was with regard to identity metaproperty in version control (between 

code ownership and version control) subsuming a non-identity subclass. It was corrected by placing 

version control as a subclass of coding.  The resultant software process ontology produced in Figure 

3 is free from violation and said to have a good cohesion in terms of structure as posited in [3, 27].  

4. Conclusion 

Software process knowledge is a knowledge driven process with sub-processes. This knowledge is 

latent and could be lost if not formally harvested and documented. An improved use of this 

knowledge could lead to maximum payoff in software organisations. This is the heart of knowledge 

management, which focuses on knowledge capturing and sharing. This paper used Ontoclean to 

evaluate Software Process Knowledge Ontology. The result showed that the ontology was built 

correctly and it is suitable for reuse in knowledge management of software process.   
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